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Part 1 – Open to the Public 

 

REPORT OF THE STRATEGIC DIRECTOR PLACE 

 

TO THE GROWTH & PROSPERITY SCRUTINY PANEL  

28 SEPTEMBER 2020 

FOR INFORMATION 

 
 

TITLE: BRIDGEWATER CANAL, SALFORD HERITAGE LOTTERY FUND END OF 

PROJECT UPDATE 

 
 

RECOMMENDATION:  

 

1. That the Panel note the contents of this report and the successful outcomes 

achieved in delivering the Bridgewater Canal, Salford project. 

 
 

DETAILS: 

 

1.0 Background 
 

1.1 In January 2014 Salford City Council were successful in obtaining a Heritage 
Lottery Fund (HLF) grant of £3.622m for a scheme of public realm 
improvements along the Bridgewater Canal in Salford along with a programme 
of activities and events to engage people in learning about the canal. The HLF 
monies was to be matched by no more than £1.15m from Salford City Council’s 
capital programme along with Section 106 and other external funding. The total 
value of the project was originally £5.5m but rose to £5.8m due to unforeseen 
circumstances arising in relation to the Worsley Delph project – discussed in 
paragraph 3.4 of this report. The specific aims that the project would be 
monitored against were: 

  

 Capital improvements – upgrading towpaths, repairing historic 
structures, removal of inappropriate vegetation, a new pedestrian swing 
bridge and dredging of Worsley Delph to enable boat access. 

 Improved visitor infrastructure – including a new events space, access 
to toilets, interpretive gym and play equipment, outdoor classroom, 
seating, parking and a coach drop-off. 

 Improved interpretation – signage and wayfinding and interpretation 
about the industrial heritage and biodiversity. 
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 A programme of volunteering and creation of Friends groups who will 
become custodians to the canal and be involved in the long-term 
maintenance. 

 A programme of engagement and learning to enable people to connect 
with the heritage of the canal. 

 
1.2 These improvements formed part of the wider ‘Bridgewater Canal Regeneration 

Strategy’ adopted by the City Council in 2011. This strategy envisioned the 
transformation of the canal from one in which development had turned its back 
on it, with a large number of vacant / derelict sites, to one in which developments 
and the adjacent communities re-connect to and embrace the canal.  

 
1.3 This report provides an update on progress with development and in delivering 

the Bridgewater Canal, Salford HLF project. A formal independent evaluation 
of the Bridgewater Canal, Salford project is in the process of being undertaken 
currently in line with HLF contractual obligations and this report will be shared 
with the Growth & Prosperity Scrutiny Panel once available. 

 
2.0 Development update 
 
2.1 Since the adoption of the ‘Bridgewater Canal Regeneration Strategy’ in 2011 

over £130m has been invested by the private sector in re-developing vacant, 
derelict and other land adjacent to the canal. This figure excludes the £44m 
investment in RHS Bridgewater which also sits adjacent to the canal and will 
further bolster the attractiveness of the Bridgewater Canal. It also excludes sites 
proposed for development along the Bridgewater Canal within the draft Greater 
Manchester Spatial Framework (GMSF), all of which would take investment 
along the canal corridor to over £200m if approved. 

 
2.2 Re-development of vacant and derelict former industrial sites has had a 

particularly transformative effect on the section of canal from Winton through to 
Barton and anecdotal evidence suggests that these new, attractive 
developments alongside the investment in the public realm has led to a 
significant increase in footfall, which should have knock-on mental and physical 
wellbeing benefits in an area of the city where health indicators are poor. 

 
3.0 Bridgewater Canal HLF construction update 
 
3.1 £3.9m has been invested in public realm improvement works to several sites 

along the canal between 2014 and 2019, including Boothstown towpath, 
Worsley Green, Worsley Delph, Dukes Drive, Hall Bank, Nasmyth’s Steam 
Hammer, Barton towpath and Barton Aqueduct. A summary of the 
improvements is detailed below and a selection of before and after images are 
attached at Annex A:  

 
 Boothstown towpath 
 
3.2 2.3 miles of towpath has been upgraded from Worsley Village through to the 

city border with Wigan. The path has been upgraded to 1.8 metre wide and has 
tar and chip surfacing to facilitate pedestrian, cycle and DDA-friendly access. 
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New wayfinding signage and interpretive seating in the shape of ‘stravationer’ 
boats has also been installed at several locations along the towpath which 
contain historical information and images to provide points of interest to people 
utilising the towpath. A 2-d sculpture of the Duke of Bridgewater, James 
Brindley and John Gilbert has also been installed along this stretch of towpath 
and generates lots of positive publicity.  

 
Worsley Green 

 
3.3 Works on Worsley Green included conservation works to Worsley Green 

Monument and the installation of a knee rail around the Green to protect its 
integrity. An interpretation panel has also been installed detailing the Green’s 
rich industrial history. Works to the monument included removal of vegetation 
within the structure, repair / replacement / re-pointing / cleaning of brickwork 
and stonework and a new and improved drainage system.  

 
Worsley Delph 

 
3.4 Works at Worsley Delph were originally meant to include public and boat access 

at basin level and the scheme was designed on this basis up to the point of 
being ready to go out to tender. However, following further discussions with the 
Coal Authority (whose consent was required for the scheme) regarding the 
mines and the potential for a ‘minewater breach’, this led to a reconsideration 
of the level of risk to the City Council in allowing the public into the Delph at 
basin level and consequently a decision was taken to re-design the scheme. 

 
3.5 The revised scheme for Worsley Delph included construction of a new three-

tiered viewing platform with a range of interpretive historic artefacts such as 
miner’s hats, lamps, a coal cart, pickaxe and a stainless-steel etching of the 
underground mines recessed into the paving. 5,000m3 of silt have been 
dredged to provide open water at the Delph and a number of ‘starvationer’ 
shaped boats are floating just above the water. The island has been re-paved 
and has a modern interpretation of the old quarry crane as its centrepiece. One 
of the old sluice gates has also been restored and feature lighting on the island 
provides a spectacular night-time visual of the Delph. Other areas of the Delph 
that have undergone restoration include the Alphabet Bridge, the Nailmakers 
basin and Worsley Road bridge.   

 
3.6 A number of previously unrecorded or little known about archaeological 

features were discovered during construction, including: 
 

 A previously unrecorded quay and large tunnel underneath the viewing 
platform embankment. This is thought to have been used for transporting 
coal to the adjacent Mill House boiler house. A second tunnel was also 
discovered in the vicinity of the above tunnel though this was blocked off 
and its use remains unclear. 

 A previously unrecorded historic winch thought to date from the mid-19th 
century. This is thought most likely to have been used to hoist goods to 
and from road and canal level for use by other businesses in the vicinity.  
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 A partially submerged boat in the northern basin, thought to be a replica 
from the 1970’s. This was relocated near the island to give it more 
prominence.  

 A boat discovered in the south-western basin which is thought to date 
from c 1940 at the latest. Due to its fragile condition and lack of heritage 
value this has been left in situ buried in the silt. 

 
Dukes Drive 

 
3.7 The city council had already invested a significant amount of money in Dukes 

Drive prior to obtaining HLF funding in upgrading footpaths, installing a 
boardwalk, undertaking tree and invasive species clearance and upgrading the 
car park area. The HLF funding has enabled the city council to provide  coach 
parking and turning area, an outdoor classroom and interpretation across the 
site and all works at this site are complete. 

 
 Hall Bank  
 
3.8 Works at Hall Bank were primarily focused around tidying up the area and 

making it a more attractive section of canal. Works include re-surfacing, re-
instatement and replacement of cobbles along the canal, installation of a new 
rail alongside the towpath, new signage and information and street trees to 
soften the landscape. The area was also a fly-tipping hotspot and so a 
permanent highway barrier has been installed to prevent access under the 
railway. 

 
 Nasmyth’s Steam Hammer 

 
3.9 The Steam Hammer, an original built in 1851, was restored back to its original 

colour of corvette blue / pigeon and a decorative date feature highlighting its 
year of manufacture – AD 1851 – has also been restored. Landscaping works 
and a protective canopy has also been installed to protect it from the worst of 
the elements. Interpretation is engraved onto the canopy and an interpretation 
panel has been installed to enable people to learn about its history and that of 
James Nasmyth. 
 
Barton towpath 

 
3.10 The section of towpath between the A57 and the former Lorenz boatyard has 

been upgraded to 1.8 metre wide and has tar and chip surfacing to facilitate 
pedestrian, cycle and DDA-friendly access. To facilitate the widening of the 
towpath in this area all trees were removed along the towpath and these were 
re-planted in build-outs in the carriageway along with provision of car parking 
spaces. New wayfinding signage and interpretive seating in the shape of 
‘stravationer’ boats has also been installed at several locations along the 
towpath which contain historical information and images to provide points of 
interest to people utilising the towpath. A 2-d sculpture of a ‘navvy’ has also 
been installed along this stretch of towpath. 
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Barton Aqueduct  
 
3.11 Works to Barton Aqueduct included new DDA-compliant footpaths, re-pointing 

and re-instatement of the paving, a new boardwalk over the wetland, removal 
of vegetation and installation of lighting to highlight James Brindley’s original 
1761 aqueduct, new seating and interpretation panels and an extended viewing 
area over the Manchester Ship Canal. 

  
4.0 Activities programme 
 
4.1 One of the key elements of the Bridgewater Canal, Salford project was a 

significant programme of activities and events to use this one-off opportunity 

provided by the project to transform how local communities engage with the 

canal. This was regarded as crucial to the HLF in knitting together the disparate 

construction sites to provide a coherent package.  

 

4.2 The activities programme was broken down into five main strands, including:  

 

 Interpretation; 

 Volunteering and training; 

 Canal Active; 

 Formal Learning; and 

 Informal Learning 

 

Interpretation 

 

4.3 The Est.1761 brand was established by the project to address a long-standing 

issue of incoherence and confusion across the canal in Salford. The 

development of a coherent marketing plan, brand and design provided a 

foundation from which to create a look and feel for the fixed on-site 

interpretation along the canal.  

 

 Social media – The project set out to build a presence on social media 

to support efforts to attract new audiences to the canal and its stories. Its 

Twitter account (@SalfordCanal) now attracts over 2,690 followers, and 

the project’s Facebook page (www.facebook.com/est1761) has over 

2,280 followers. An Instagram account has also been set up 

(@salfordcanal) and has 722 followers. Feedback from event surveys 

suggest that social media is a key source of information for people 

attending Est.1761 activities and these accounts will continue to be 

updated following the project’s end date by SCC staff. 

 

 Website – The dedicated new Bridgewater Canal in Salford website 

(www.est1761.org) went ‘live’ in March 2016 with information about 

activities and events as well as acting as the main source of information 

http://www.facebook.com/est1761
http://www.est1761.org/
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for those planning to visit the canal in Salford or those interested in its 

rich heritage. In the 4-month period prior to lockdown (1 October 2019 to 

31 January 2020) the website attracted 6,291 unique users and 14,015 

page views. There has been a consistently upward trend in website 

traffic since the launch. The same period in 2018/19 attracted 4,091 

users and 10,900 page views. The most popular pages have been the 

Worsley Delph page as well as the events and timeline pages. There has 

also been strong interest in trails and heritage stories. The website 

attracts an increasingly global audience. 

 

 

  
4.4 The legacy of the project is a range of resources and free downloadable 

materials that will help to sustain interest and engagement with the canal 
beyond the lifetime of the project. These include     

 

 From Canal to Classroom – specially developed online educational 
Bridgewater Canal learning resources (linked to the school curriculum) 
for parents and teachers to download  

 Family learning resources – downloadable activities sheets (including 
how to have a mini beast hunt; make your own starvationer boat, and 
build an inclined plane) 

 I Spy The Bridgewater - a family-focused spotting guide for walking along 
the canal. 

 Knit the Bridgewater – a free to download book of step by step knitting 
patterns inspired by the heritage of the canal (including a tea cosy, hats 
and a cushion). Hard copies of the book are also available to borrow in 
libraries across the city. 

 Soundwaves & Waterways – a series of podcasts developed with local 
volunteers comprising oral histories and soundscapes themed around 
various aspects of the canal’s heritage.   

Profile of website visitors for 1/10/19 – 31/1/20  

(figures in brackets for period 1/10/18 – 31/1/19) 

New visitors  98% (was 95%) 

Returning Visitors  2% (was 5%) 

UK residents  68% (was 78%) 

Residents of other countries (including 

US, 

Argentina, Brazil & Australia)  

32% (was 22%) 

Salford & Manchester residents 21% (was 31%) 

London residents  10% (was 15%) 

Bolton, Liverpool, Wigan residents 5%  (was 8%) 

Desktop users  47% (was 41%) 

Mobile users  44% (was 44%) 

Tablet users  9% (was 14%) 

Most popular page this period http://est1761.org/delph2019 

http://est1761.org/delph2019
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 Who’s that Girl?  - detailed research (developed in collaboration with 
lslington Mill and Salford Makers) in a downloadable document about the 
hidden stories of women in the heritage of the canal. 

 Bridgewater Trails - a collection of downloadable guided walks covering 
various sections of the canal, as well as a free (downloadable) family 
orienteering trail based around Duke’s Drive. 
 

 Volunteering and training 
 
4.5 The Bridgewater Canal volunteers have been the cornerstone of the 

Bridgewater activity plan. They are Bridgewater Canal enthusiasts and have 
helped to shape and deliver significant parts of the activities programme. 
Volunteers have been supported to access a diverse range of heritage and 
environmental activities including research, training, networking and site works. 
As well as many regular clean-up sessions across various parts of the canal 
corridor during the lifetime of the project, Bridgewater Volunteers sessions also 
delivered new seating, new wildflower planting, path and step improvements, a 
new community orchard, two new educational spaces, children’s play features, 
tree planting and improved wildlife habitats     

 
4.6 There has also been strong interest from companies interested in corporate 

volunteering opportunities and a number of these have been facilitated.  
 
4.7 Bridgewater Volunteers worked with designer Tim Denton to develop and 

deliver two Bridgewater Canal/Est1761 showcases at RHS Tatton Flower Show 
(one of the largest visitor events in the North West). Volunteers helped to create 
the garden features, install the planting, show visitors around them and provide 
information on the canal and surrounding area. The Bridgewater Canal exhibit 
won Best Show Feature at the 2017 flower show.    

 
4.8 The Bridgewater Volunteers are continuing to take an increasingly active role 

in developing and delivering heritage-related activities and community events 
and several volunteers have been supported to become accredited Green 
Badge tour guides via the Institute of Tourist Guiding. Seven volunteers 
successfully completed the training and they are currently working as a 
collective, jointly promoting guided tours and walks and supporting the 
developing tourism offer within the Bridgewater Canal area, which will also link 
in to the RHS once that opens in May 2021. 

 

4.9 The Bridgewater volunteers have made a significant contribution to the project 

over the course of the last six and a half years and have dedicated over 11,100 

hours to the activities programme in that time. This equates to around £131,000 

of work undertaken by volunteers to date. The legacy of the project moving 

forward is that there is a core of volunteers on both the environmental and 

health / tour guiding side who can maintain a level of activity and community 

stewardship of the canal one project funding ends. 
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  Canal Active 
 
4.10 Canal Active has sought to build on the strong local interest in the canal and 

encourage even more local people to explore what it has to offer. The Canal 
Active programme’s aim was to attract the whole community to the canal, to 
enjoy themselves but also deepen their understanding of the Bridgewater story. 
A wide range of events and activities have been held to help to bring new 
audiences to the Bridgewater while enriching the experience of existing 
visitors/users. These events / activities have included canoeing, craft 
workshops, nature walks such as bat walks, heritage orienteering, community 
festivals and the annual Bridgewater Weekenders. Precarious Carnaval, an 
ambitious 3-day promenade performance, took place along the full length of the 
canal over one weekend in July 2019 attracting large audiences and involving 
over 30 local groups and 150 residents in the making and delivery of the 
performance.  

 
4.11 Since the project commenced in 2014 it is estimated that over 36,000 people 

have attended Bridgewater Canal events and activities. Over 17,000 of that total 
figure were children under 16, ensuring that new generations of Salford 
residents have been engaged with the canal and its many stories. 

 
 Formal learning 
 
4.12 Formal Learning has sought to embed the Bridgewater Canal story and 

significance within the learning taking place in local schools. It has provided 

opportunities for learners to visit the canal and learn more about its story and 

develop an appreciation of its significance. Examples of activities delivered 

include learning about the natural history of the canal, craft and orienteering 

activities. Additionally, a number of Bridgewater events and activities are 

centred about British Science Week each year, linking the heritage of the canal 

to learning around topics such as programming and animation. One notable 

project saw 3 local primary schools link up with Manchester Camerata to 

develop 3 mini-operas about the past, present and future of the canal. 

 

4.13 In total, 4,303 people took part in the project’s formal learning programme 

(1,291 adults and 3,012 children). There were 27 individual learning sessions 

with young people’s groups (such as scouts, guides, sea cadets etc) and 133 

learning sessions with local schools. 

 

4.14 To help sustain school involvement beyond the lifetime of the project, two new 

outdoor learning spaces were developed at Duke’s Drive with the support of the 

Bridgewater Volunteers: 

 An informal learning circle with seating on the meadow – this is used for 

school sessions with the Ranger Team, and also by schools and groups 

using the site for their own activities. 
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 A Forest School space was developed within a wooded part of Duke’s 

Drive. This includes space for a fire, seating and for a tarpaulin cover to be 

added. This has been used for school sessions with the Ranger Team, and 

Incredible Edibles Salford use it for sessions with local primary schools. 

Forest Schools are an ideal learning environment for children who struggle 

with more formal schooling. 

 

 Informal learning 
 
4.15 Informal Learning has sought to encourage new audiences to learn about the 

heritage of the Bridgewater Canal in innovative and exciting ways. Groups are 

engaged in the development of activities and a range of methods are used to 

best deliver learning. Hard-to-reach groups have been a particular focus of this 

strand of the activities programme to promote social inclusion and a selection 

of projects and groups targeted is highlighted below: 

 

 The world’s first door-to-door poet, Rowan McCabe, knocked on 

people’s doors asking what is important to them about the Bridgewater 

Canal before compiling poems to read back to people about their 

memories and thoughts about the canal. The project was an innovative 

way to engage with new people; to connect people (who live next to the 

canal) with the waterway in an unexpected way and to give individuals a 

creative experience they wouldn’t ordinarily have.  

 A group of volunteer boat makers were engaged in building a replica 

‘starvationer’ boat over the course of 850 volunteer hours. The project 

was targeted at males who are or were at risk of isolation and the boat 

has been on display at various locations, and is currently moored up with 

Nailmaker’s Basin, adjacent to the Delph. The group continues to meet 

under the auspices of Start in Salford, working with the staff there to 

deliver other woodworking activities.  

 Knitting the Bridgewater engaged women who are or were at risk of 

isolation in getting together to knit larger pieces to display at various 

outlets across the city and has been a huge success. The group still 

meets regularly since the project finished and has been involved in 

subsequent Est.1761 projects (including Precarious Carnaval) as 

opportunities arose and again is another fantastic story of how the 

project has promoted social inclusion. 

 Canal in a Box saw specially developed dementia friendly Bridgewater 

resources being developed to become part of Salford Museum and Art 

Gallery’s highly respected Memories Matter programme. The collection 

of free to loan boxes includes tailored activities (including step by step 

instructions and all the materials needed) for exploring the canal 

creatively. All the activities are also free to download from the Est.1761 

website 
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4.16 A total of 3,309 individuals took part in the informal learning activities – 1,621 

adults and 1,688 children. 

 
5.0 Funding 
 
5.1 The total cost of delivering the Bridgewater Canal, Salford HLF project was 

originally forecast to be £5.5m but as stated above the overall cost of the project 
rose to £5.8m due to having to re-design the scheme for Worsley Delph. 
However, in spite of the increase in cost of the overall project, due to the 
success in attracting external and other funding, the overall city council 
contribution required to deliver the project reduced from £1.15m to £842,000. 

 
5.2 A breakdown of funding sources for the project is provided below: 
 

Source Amount 

  

Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) £3,622,200 

Section 106 from: 

 The Boatyard, Worsley 

 22 – 26 Wellington Road, 
Eccles 

 The former Greater Universal 
Stores (GUS) site, Winton 

 The former Mitchell Shackleton 
site, Eccles 

 The former Green Lane 
Business & Technology Centre 
site, Eccles 

 New Hall Lane, Eccles 

£900,949 

Salford City Council £842,000 

Other grants £336,000 

Peel L&P £100,000 

  

Total £5,801,149 

  

 
5.3 In addition to the above and complementing the Bridgewater Canal 

improvements, a further £913,795 of Section 106 investment is secured in 
Boothstown from the Highclove Lane development to deliver canalside 
improvements, including Bridgewater Park improvements and upgrading the 
footpath on the north of the canal. In-kind contributions from Peel / the 
Bridgewater Canal Company has also totalled in excess of £75,000 and has 
included engineering input and rebuilding a section of the canal wall along 
Barton towpath to facilitate the towpath upgrade. 
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6.0 Conclusion 
 
6.1 Over the last ten years the Bridgewater Canal has been transformed by the 

significant investment from the private and public sector in revitalising the canal. 
Construction works delivered as part of the Bridgewater Canal HLF project has 
delivered a step change in the environment of the canal end a huge increase in 
patronage as a result of the improvement works. 

 
6.2 A significant programme of engagement and activity has been delivered over 

the last six and a half years that has promoted awareness, interest and 
ownership of the canal. A core of volunteers and materials has been created by 
the project and this will leave a sustainable legacy for the canal once project 
funding ends. 

 

 
CONTACT OFFICERS:  
 
Paul Gill, Senior Development Manager – 0161 793 2207 
Shaun Clydesdale, Bridgewater Co-ordinator – 0161 793 3178 
Kate Charnock, Bridgewater Officer (Learning)  - 0161 793 208 
Kurt Partington, Head of Development – 0161 779 4913 
 

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS: 

Not applicable.  

 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:  

Not applicable. 

 

PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS:  

Not applicable.  

 

WARDS TO WHICH REPORT RELATES:  

Barton, Boothstown & Ellenbrook, Eccles, Winton & Worsley 
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Annex A – Images of the works 

Boothstown towpath 

 
 

Worsley Green Monument 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Worsley Delph 
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Nasmyth’s Steam Hammer 

  

Barton towpath 

  

 

 

Barton Aqueduct Pocket Park 

  

 

 


